GIVE YOUR TRADING
STRATEGIES A
POWERFUL EDGE
Refinitiv’s end-to-end trading solution

Trade smarter and faster with
greater confidence

That’s why we designed our platform
as an open, end-to-end trading solution
to fit your needs.
Choose from award-winning capabilities
Our unique, open platform enables us to incorporate capabilities
from industry partners, broadening and simplifying your
experience. Everything we do is underpinned by our core values
of trust and partnership, which enable us to co-innovate with
leading financial technology firms around the world. We are proud
of our proprietary capabilities, but we don’t have to pretend that
we are the only firm with a good idea. We give you the power to
customize our platform to optimize your trading style and workflow.

Streamline workflow from beginning to end
Refinitiv combines premium proprietary content, access to leading
partners and end-to-end, multi-asset class functionality to give
your trading strategies a powerful edge throughout the entire
workflow – pre-trade research, at-trade execution management
and post-trade reporting – accessible with a single sign-on to our
Eikon platform.
Refinitiv provides a variety of workflow tools for middle office
functionality, including pre-trade compliance, stock loan, portfolio
management, allocations and reporting, plus more. Moreover,
our open framework provides a variety of integration options that
combine to provide end-to-end trade life cycle coverage.

View pre-trade content to augment broker-neutral execution capabilities.
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Pre-trade
Fully designed to support your preferences, our powerful
pre-trade capabilities help you discover and analyze trading
opportunities, formulate strategy and discover liquidity across
global markets – uncovering lower-cost ways to trade at the
best price.
Eikon provides you with access to a growing suite of traderfocused apps and premium content accessed via natural
language search.
Gain exclusive access to Reuters news and 7,500+ other global
sources, analytics and data visualization tools to help you make
more efficient trading and investment decisions, while optimizing
your workflow.

Connect and collaborate with the global financial community
of over 300,000 trusted contacts in 30,000 firms across 180
countries with Eikon Messenger.
Eikon capabilities include:
•
•
•
•
•

News, pricing data and research
Data visualization and charting tools
Earnings estimates from Refinitiv™ I/B/E/S®
Customized alerts
Apps and data integration with APIs

And our Autex® suite allows you to view a broker’s indication of
interests (IOIs) in real time – approximately 4.5 million messages
per day, including supers, generals and naturals – and trade
advertisements by broker, symbol groups and sectors, for a
broader view of liquidity.

Access, analyze and prioritize market-leading sources of news, data and market intelligence
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reuters News
Refinitiv™ StarMine® analytics
Refinitiv™ Lipper® fund data
I/B/E/S estimates
Westlaw Court Wire litigation intelligence
Intraday Market Share Reporter

•
•
•
•
•

Buy-Side Optimized Workflow
Signal app
Tick History
QA Direct®
Numerous third-party apps

At-trade
Designed to improve your efficiency and streamline your workflow,
our execution management tools deliver fast and efficient multiasset global execution to take advantage of fleeting opportunity.
Refinitiv™ REDI® EMS is an award-winning execution management
system that provides broker-neutral, multi-asset trade execution,
delivering:
•
•
•
•
•

Portfolio trading
Spread trading
Charting
Workflow and compliance tools
Analytics for perspectives and insights on your orders

Refinitiv™ REDI EMS also provides access via API or FIX to facilitate
order staging with leading OMS providers, including AlphaDesk,
a cloud-based multi-asset class order management and portfolio
management system.

The Refinitiv™ FXall® solution is the world’s leading independent,
electronic FX trading platform. With over 2,300 institutional clients
and 180 leading banks and alternative market makers, FXall offers
clients access to deep liquidity with choice in execution, end-toend workflow management and straight-through processing –
covering the entire transaction life cycle.
Integration with Tradeweb® provides access to the leading
electronic marketplace for global fixed income, derivatives and
ETFs – with more than $250 billion in average daily trading across
its institutional platforms. Investors benefit from a diverse network
of market participants, flexible and efficient trading protocols, and
a fully automated workflow when trading on Tradeweb.
And Autex Trade Route is one of the world’s largest FIX-based
order routing networks, transacting over 40 billion shares a day
across five continents and 20 time zones; trade equities, options,
futures, FX and fixed income. More than 850 buy-side firms
connect to over 600 brokers through a single FIX connection.
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Post-trade
Our integrated post-trade capabilities automate processing and
reporting so you can turn your focus to the next trade instead of
the last one.

Our FX Settlement Center connects to over 80 of the world’s
largest banks, along with a network of custodian, correspondent
banks and prime brokers.

REDI EMS offers a suite of integrated functionality with prime
brokers and clearing firms to facilitate position management and
reporting requirements, alongside an allocations module allowing
for real-time confirmations.

One powerful trade solution delivers advantages across the trade life cycle:
• Highlight investment opportunities with powerful stock
screening tools
• Identify trading opportunities using our pricing and valuation
tools – Option Pricer and StarMine
• Gain deep insight into companies with extensive coverage
on our Company Overview feature
• Monitor real-time market-moving news from over 9,000
sources on our News Monitor app
• Receive economic alerts with Economic Monitor, supplying
real-time economic coverage

• Discover liquidity across global markets quickly
• Execute trades at the optimal time and price
• Lower costs by leveraging the same market data
across platforms
• Document your processes so you’re in compliance with
MiFID II and other regulations
• Leverage leading capabilities from our industry partners
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